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Motion History Volume for Spatiotemporal Editing of 3D
Video in Multi-party Interaction Scenes

Qun Shi1,a) Shohei Nobuhara1,b) TakashiMatsuyama1,c)

Abstract: In this paper we present a novel method that performs spatiotemporal editing of 3D multi-party interaction
scenes for free-viewpoint browsing, from separately captured data. The main idea is to first propose the augmented
Motion History Volume (MHV) for motion representation. Then by modeling the correlations between different MHVs
we can define a multi-party interaction dictionary, describing the spatiotemporal constraints for different types of multi-
party interaction events. Finally, constraint satisfaction and global optimization methods are proposed to synthesize
natural and continuous multi-party interaction scenes. Experiments with real data illustrate the effectiveness of our
method.

1. Introduction
This paper is aimed at presenting a novel method to synthesize

spatiotemporally synchronized 3D multi-party interaction scenes
from separately captured data, while preserving the original mo-
tion dynamics of each object as much as possible. In the litera-
ture of virtual character motion editing, most conventional meth-
ods assume to have kinematic models of the objects. Such meth-
ods are known to work robustly for diverse motion editing tasks,
but the modeling of multi-party interactions is still an open prob-
lem. In addition, these kinematic model-based methods are not
directly applicable for certain kind of 3D data without a unified
mesh model. In computer vision and computer graphics fields, in
order to avoid occlusion problems or to increase the reusability
of data, multi-party interaction scenes could be created by first
capturing each object independently and then, synthesizing them
together. Since separate capture will inevitably result in spatial
and temporal mismatches, the synthesis of multi-party interac-
tion scenes becomes a non-trivial task and requires large amount
of manual work. Our research proposes to introduce the idea of
augmented Motion History Volume (MHV) to represent both the
single object motion and multi-party interaction event. This ap-
proach allows the editor to realize natural 3D editing of multi-
party interaction scenes from separately captured data with spa-
tial and temporal mismatches semi-automatically, no matter kine-
matic models are available or not.

The technical problem we address for this research is how
we can perform spatiotemporal alignments on separately cap-
tured data, which is reconstructed into temporal sequences of 3D
meshes. Generally, the word interaction has different levels of
meanings, so in this research work we narrow our focus onto the
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Fig. 1 Multi-party interaction scenes editing from separately captured data.

explicit interaction event conducted by spatiotemporally corre-
lated body motions. The ideas behind our method are as follows.
Basically, an interaction event can be considered as a pair of spa-
tiotemporally synchronized motions performed by different ob-
jects. By representing the motions with time recorded volume
data, we will be able to introduce various spatiotemporal con-
straints for multiple objects, based on which a multi-party inter-
action dictionary can be defined. Then for each interaction scene,
rather than computing an individual frame, the MHV considers a
duration of motion simultaneously in computation. This makes it
possible to consider spatiotemporal constraints on the entire mo-
tion, and to have objective criteria that describe entire motions.
Thus for each interaction scene we can acquire a solution group
with multiple reasonable relative locations of the two interacting
objects by performing MHV-based constraint satisfaction, while
preserving the original motion of each object.

The overall processing scheme of the proposed method is as
follows. Given two separately captured motion sequences, we
first perform data segmentation and temporal alignment. Then
we build up the MHV for each motion segment in a multi-party
interaction scene. Next, we decide the spatiotemporal constraints
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Fig. 2 Computational processes for multi-party interaction editing.

for each interactive motion segment pair and compute the solu-
tion group to realize the editing of each single interaction scene.
Finally all the edited interaction scenes will be integrated together
under a global optimization strategy. Figure 2 illustrates the com-
putational processes of our method. It should be noted that step 3,
5, 6, 7 can be computed automatically using the proposed method,
while step 4 requires some manual work from the editor. The two
pre-processing steps are out of the scope of this article, and they
could be done using conventional methods.

The main contributions of this paper consist of (1) we have
augmented the original Motion History Volume by encoding
more temporal information and assigning labels onto its surfaces,
(2) we have designed a novel method that models multi-party
interaction events into an interaction dictionary, based on the
MHV. The possible applications include the making and editing
of movies, computer animations and video games.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review
related studies to clarify the novelty of this work in Section 2.
We then introduce our MHV-based multi-party interaction rep-
resentation in Section 3, and the intra-key segment editing and
inter-key segment optimization algorithm in Section 4. Evalua-
tion of our method with real data is given in Section 5. Finally,
we summarize the proposed method in Section 6.

2. Related Work
2.1 Motion editing work for computer animation

The proliferation of various techniques for creating motions for
visual media products, coupled with the needs to best utilize these
artistic assets, has made motion editing a rapidly developing area
of research and development. The past few years have witnessed
an explosion of new techniques for various motion editing tasks,
as well as deployment of commercial tools.

For editing a single object, motion warping [1], [2] has been
widely applied to preserve the original features of input motion
data while satisfying a new set of constraints as much as possible.
Using structurally similar motion database, Mukai[3] have pro-
posed a motion interpolation approach to obtain continuous spans
of high quality motion. Hilton [4] proposed a shape constrained
Laplacian mesh deformation approach that performs interactive
editing of mesh sequences while preserving the natural dynamics
of the captured surfaces. Some other researchers combined an

interpolation technique with motion graphs to allow parametric
interpolation of motion while traversing the graph [5], [6]. While
these works are proved to work robustly for editing single object
motions, they did not provide any constraints for editing multi-
party interaction events.

Besides, Zordan [7] have introduced a technique for incorpo-
rating unexpected impacts into a motion capture-driven anima-
tion system through the combination of a physical simulation and
a specialized search routine. Ye [8] have proposed a fully au-
tomatic method that learns a nonlinear probabilistic model of dy-
namic responses from very few perturbed sequences. Their model
is able to synthesize responses and recovery motions under new
perturbations different from those in the training examples. Al-
though these methods can somehow, work for very short inter-
active events, they are performing the editing by changing the
original motion dynamics instead of keeping it, and they are not
applicable for editing long and continuous multi-party interaction
scenes either.

In this paper, we are presenting a novel spatiotemporal editing
framework that synthesize well synchronized multi-party inter-
action scenes from separately captured data, in which objects are
performing interactive motions that should match with each other,
respectively.

2.2 Motion representation approaches
In computer graphics and computer vision area, researchers

have invented various approaches for describing motions.
Positions and velocities of human body parts have been used

by Green [9] for human movement recognition. Optical flows
[10], motion templates [11] and space-time volumes [12], [13]
are also widely used for solving tracking and recognition prob-
lems. Such methods are mainly used for describing the objects
motion features for recognition tasks, and they do not offer any
controllable factors for motion editing task. Besides, kinematic
models [7], [14] are widely used in robotics, motion capture sys-
tem and computer animation editing. They can represent variety
kind of motions, and as well they provide easily controllable fac-
tors for the editors. However, the kinematic models are lacking
in the ability of representing multi-party interaction events. Few
spatiotemporal constraints can be directly defined between multi-
ple objects based on them. Not to mention that for certain type of
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(a) MHV of the attacker. (b) MHV of the dodger.

Fig. 3 Examples of MHV.

unstructured data [15] without a unified mesh model, kinematic
structures are not applicable at all.

On the other hand, the idea of Motion History Volume has
been proposed by Weinland [16], for solving free viewpoint ac-
tion recognition task. It carries out a concept of considering the
entire motion as a whole instead of describing it for each sin-
gle frame, by encoding the history of motion occurrences in the
volume. Voxels are therefore multiple-values encoding how re-
cently motion occurred at a voxel. Mathematically, consider the
binary-valued function D(x, y, z, t) indicating motion at time t and
location (x, y, z), then their MHV function is defined as follows:

vτ(x, y, z, t) =

τ i f D(x, y, z, t)

max(0, vτ(x, y, z, t − 1) − 1) otherwise
(1)

where τ is the maximum duration a motion is stored.
Our work proposed an augmentation of the original MHV by

recording precisely the full temporal information of motion, mak-
ing it more suitable for multi-party interaction editing tasks.

3. Definition of MHV and multi-party interac-
tion dictionary

In this section, we first propose an augmentation of the origi-
nal Motion History Volume by adding in full temporal informa-
tion of the motion. Then an MHV based multi-party interaction
representation method will be given as well.

3.1 MHV of individual motion
As is written in Section 2.2, the idea of motion history volume

was invented for action recognition, and has been proved to be
effective. However, the original definition of MHV only cares
about the occurrence of the motion, which may not be enough for
performing multi-party interaction editing. Since we need to do
spatial and temporal alignments of multiple separately captured
motion sequences, full temporal information including both the
starting and ending moments of the motion is necessary for repre-
senting the spatiotemporal correlations between multiple objects
motions. Therefore, we extend the definition of MHV by adding
in more temporal information of the motion as follows:

vτ(x, y, z, t) =

(tstart, tend) i f
⋃τ−1

i=0 D(x, y, z, i)

Null otherwise
(2)

where tstart and tend are the starting and ending time of the mo-
tion. And we denote the center of gravity of MHV vA

τi
(x, y, z, t) as

CA
i (x, y, z), which is considered as the root node of an MHV.
Figure 3 illustrates the MHVs of the attacker and the dodger

Fig. 4 Lables of MHV surfaces.

in a fighting scene, respectively. Here different colors represent
different ending time of the motion on the voxels.

It should be noted that MHV needs not necessarily contain the
motion of the entire body. Instead it can be simplified by only
counting in the partial volume of interest on the objects body. For
example, in a sword fighting scene we may only care about the
weapon of the attacker, so that an MHV of the sword would be
enough for further editing work.

3.2 Multi-party interaction dictionary using MHVs
Using the MHV as is described in Section 3.1, we can repre-

sent the spatiotemporal structure of a single objects motion. How-
ever, in order to perform effective editing of multi-party interac-
tion events, we still need to find a way to model the spatiotem-
poral correlations of multiple objects motions (which is repre-
sented with MHV). To realize that, we assign certain labels onto
the MHV surfaces according to the motion directions to help de-
scribe the spatiotemporal relationship of multiple MHVs. As is
shown in Figure 4, we denote the starting surface of MHV with
+©, the ending surface with -©, and the lateral surface with 0©.
Then, let a pair of labels denote the contacting relationship of
two MHVs. For example, +© & +© means the two objects MHVs
contact with each other at the ending surfaces.

Based on the combination of those labels, we can describe all
the possible spatiotemporal correlations of multiple MHVs, as is
illustrated in Table 1. We name the sum up of them a multi-party
interaction dictionary, which represents all the possible multi-
party interaction types that could be modeled using MHV based
representation.

In details, the spatiotemporal constraints for each interaction
type are described as follows:

First of all, for all interaction types there is a spatial constraint
that the 3D volume of two MHVs should contact with each other:

VA
τ (x, y, z) ∩ VB

τ (x, y, z) , φ (3)

here VA
τ (x, y, z) represents a collection of voxels in vA

τ (x, y, z, t).
Note that the two paired MHVs should have the same maximum
duration τ, we will explain how we ensure this in Section 4. As
well, the recorded timing should be scaled into the segment ori-
ented timing by subtracting its real frame numbers from the orig-
inal motion sequence.

Second, each interaction type has its own temporal constraint
on all the contacting voxels as follows:

+© & -©:
tA
end = Tend, tB

start = Tstart (4)
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Table 1 Interaction Dictionary with examples.

Interaction Dictionary +© & -© 0© & 0© +© & +© -© & -© +© & 0© -© & 0©
Hand shaking Shake Hands Raise Arm Arm Down
Fighting Push&Pull Attack&Dodge Attack&Guard After A&G Punch After Punch

0© & 0©:
(a) If interest volumes contact with each other at every moment

within τ
τ−1⋂
t=0

(V ′At (x, y, z) ∩ V ′Bt (x, y, z) , φ) (5)

(b) If interest volumes contact with each other at certain mo-
ments within τ

τ−1⋃
t=0

(V ′At (x, y, z) ∩ V ′Bt (x, y, z) , φ) (6)

(c) If interest volumes have no contacts throughout τ

tA
start > tB

end (7)

+© & +©:
tA
end = tB

end = Tend (8)

-© & -©:
tA
start = tB

start = Tstart (9)

+© & 0©:
tA
end = Tend (10)

-© & 0©:
tA
start = Tstart (11)

here Tstart = 0 and Tend = τ. V ′At (x, y, z) represents a subset of
VA
τ (x, y, z) at time t.
This multi-party interaction dictionary provides us various spa-

tiotemporal constraints for performing the editing work. For ex-
ample, an attack and guard scene in sword fighting can be counted
as type +©& +©. Then on the interested part of the two MHVs, we
require tA

end = tB
end = Tend, meaning that the two swords contact

and only contact at the end of the whole motion duration.

4. Spatiotemporal 3D editing algorithm
In this section we present the spatiotemporal 3D editing algo-

rithm based on MHV.

4.1 Overview and definition of terms
In this research work, the expected input data is a series of

3D mesh surfaces of the objects, be that a unified mesh model
or frame-wise unstructured meshes. And we suppose a motion
sequence can be considered as a collection of key segments and
transitional segments. For each short action scene formed up by
a pair of key segments, there should exist multiple reasonable
solutions. While a unique optimal solution for the entire interac-
tion event could finally be found in the integration throughout the
whole sequence.

Generally, our multi-party interaction editing method consists
of three steps as (1) data segmentation and temporal alignment,
(2) intra-key segment editing by MHV-based constraint satisfac-
tion and (3) inter-key segment global optimization. In order to
make it more understandable, we first give clear definitions of

these editing-related terms as follows:
( 1 ) Motion sequence: The whole sequence of the original cap-

tured objects, in the form of 3D surface meshes. Let M =

{V, E} denote the 3D mesh, then a motion sequence can be
denoted as S i = {Mk |k = 1, . . . , nk}. For our multi-party in-
teraction editing, motion sequences of different objects will
serve as the input.

( 2 ) Key segment: In each motion sequence, frames where in-
teractive motions happen are considered to be key segment
Ki = {Mk |k = 1, . . . , nk}. Since the objects are supposed to
perform motions that match with each other, key segments
should appear in pairs from different motion sequences.

( 3 ) Transitional segment: Intermediate frames between key seg-
ments in the motion sequence, in which no interactive mo-
tion is stored. We use Ti = {Mk |k = 1, . . . , nk} to denote
transitional segments, and it should be noted that there can
be no transitional segment between two key segments.

( 4 ) Action scene: Spatiotemporally synchronized short multi-
party interaction scene synthesized from a single pair of key
segments.

( 5 ) Interaction sequence: Spatiotemporally synchronized long
multi-party interaction sequence synthesized by integrating
all the key segment pairs and transitional segments in the
original motion sequences.

4.2 Data segmentation and temporal alignment
In this research work, since our main focus is on editing multi-

party interaction scenes instead of recognizing them, the data seg-
mentation is performed manually by the editor. Below are three
criteria for selecting key segments:

(1) Interactive motions should happen in each key segment, so
that spatial and temporal constraints as defined in the interaction
dictionary exist within each key segment pair.

(2) The motion trend of the interested volume should be unidi-
rectional, which will ensure the simplicity of MHV in each key
segment.

(3) Multiple key segments in one motion sequence should have
no overlaps, and they need not to be adjacent.

On the other hand, since the potential interactively correspond-
ing motions in the original captured data would inevitably have
temporal mismatches, the candidates in each selected motion seg-
ment pair may also have different lengths. Therefore, a temporal
normalization is needed for building up comparable MHVs as fol-
lows:

For a pair of key segment KA
i and KB

i ,
if τA

i > τ
B
i ,

M′Aim = MA
in (0 < m < τB

i , n =

⌊
m ×

τA
i

τB
i

⌋
) (12)

else,

M′Bim = MB
in (0 < m < τA

i , n =

⌊
m ×

τA
i

τB
i

⌋
) (13)
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Fig. 5 Mutual visibility constraint.

where τA
i and τB

i represent the duration of KA
i and KB

i , MA
in

rep-
resents the nth frame in KA

i , and M′Aim
represents the mth frame

of the normalized KA
i . bxc is the floor function that returns the

largest integer not greater than x. Note that the same processing
will be applied to the transitional segment pairs as well.

4.3 Intra-key segment editing
4.3.1 Editor defined constraints

After data segmentation and temporal alignment, the interac-
tive motions of each object are organized into key segment pairs,
and inside each pair the two motions are scaled into the same
length. Then the MHVs of each object in each segment pair can
be computed as vA

τi
(x, y, z, t) and vB

τi
(x, y, z, t). For each interac-

tion event inside a key segment pair, the two interacting objects
should follow certain spatiotemporal constraints based on (1) in-
teraction type, (2) mutual visibility and (3) fidelity requirement.
First for each key segment pair the interaction type should be de-
cided by the user based on his/her editing intension, producing
the spatiotemporal constraint as is described in Section 3.2.

Second, for multi-party interaction scenes, naturally the ob-
jects should be visible for each other. We use the method of Shi
[17] to compute the objects average gazing direction during the
editor-assigned frames. Then a visual cone is generated for each
object as VS A

i (x, y, z) and VS B
i (x, y, z), looking from the average

3D position of the center of the eyes into the average gazing di-
rection. The detailed parameters (e.g. the cone angles) can be
adjusted by the editor as appropriate. Then the mutual visibility
constraint can be described as follows:

(VS A
i (x, y, z) ∩ VB

τi
(x, y, z)) ∩ (VS B

i (x, y, z) ∩ VA
τi

(x, y, z)) , φ
(14)

It should be noted that the visibility constraint is an optional
constraint for the editor, meaning that it is not always required
for each moment in the key segment pair.

Third, the fidelity requirement avoids the unnatural fakeness,
like two object merge into each other’s body, from happening.
Let nvA

τi
(x, y, z, t) and nvB

τi
(x, y, z, t) denote the MHVs of the ob-

jects that should not contact in the interaction event, then the fi-
delity constraint can be defined as follows:

τi−1⋃
ti=0

(nV ′Ati (x, y, z) ∩ nV ′Bti (x, y, z)) = φ (15)

4.3.2 Action scene editing using constraint satisfaction
With the editor defined constraints, we compute the proper rel-

ative position of the objects by constraint satisfaction.
First, the two objects are put into the same world coordinate

system. We fix the position of vA
τi

(x, y, z, y, t) and then, sample
the xy plane into grid points, and each grid point will be further
sampled by surrounding angles.

Next, translate and rotate vB
τi

(x, y, z, t) onto each sampled posi-
tion and direction, then test with the editor defined constraints.
If for a sampled position and direction all the constraints are ful-

filled, then the distance between the two objects LAB
i = |

−−−−−→
CA

i C′Bi |

with the two reference angles θA
i and θB

i can be counted as one
solution for this key segment pair. Here C′Bi denotes the relocated
position of CB

i in one sampled position, and θA
i , θB

i represents the
included angles between the average viewing direction of each
MHV and line CA

i C′Bi , respectively. By testing all the sampled po-
sitions and directions, for each key segment pair a solution group
RAB

i = (LAB
i j
, θA

i j
, θB

i j
) will be computed.

4.4 Inter-key segment optimization
Having computed the solution groups for each key segment

pair, we will combine them together with the transitional seg-
ments to synthesize a complete multi-party interaction sequence,
by (1) finding the optimal solution in each key segment pair and
(2) adding in the transitional segments and performing path opti-
mization.
4.4.1 Optimal solution searching for key segments

Before editing, suppose the positions of the
MHVs’ root node in the world coordinate system are
CA

1 ,C
A
2 , . . . ,C

A
I ,C

B
1 ,C

B
2 , . . . ,C

B
I , and the facing direc-

tions of the MHVs in the world coordinate system are
−→
FA

1 ,
−→
FA

2 , . . . ,
−→
FA

I ,
−→
FB

1 ,
−→
FB

2 , . . . ,
−→
FB

I . In order to make natural

and smooth editing, we should maintain the vectors
−−−−−−→
CA

i CA
i+1 and

−−−−−−→
CB

i CB
i+1 as much as possible to minimize the artificial offsets. As

well, the facing directions
−→
FA

i ,
−→
FB

i should also be preserved. If
we denote the edited ideal positions of the MHVs’ root node
as C̄A

1 , C̄
A
2 , . . . , C̄

A
I , C̄

B
1 , C̄

B
2 , . . . , C̄

B
I , the edited facing directions

of the MHVs as
−→
F̄A

1 ,
−→
F̄A

2 , . . . ,
−→
F̄A

I ,
−→
F̄B

1 ,
−→
F̄B

2 , . . . ,
−→
F̄B

I , and the angles

between
−→
F̄A

i and
−−−−→
C̄A

i C̄B
i as θ̄A

i , then we should search for the
optimal solution for each key segment pair by fulfilling:

min
I−1⋃
i=1

[|
−−−−−−→
CA

i CA
i+1 −

−−−−−−→
C̄A

i
¯CA
i+1|

2 + |
−−−−−−→
CB

i CB
i+1 −

−−−−−−→
C̄B

i
¯CB
i+1|

2

+λ(|
−→
FA

i −
−→
F̄A

i |
2 + |
−→
FB

i −
−→
F̄B

i |
2)]

(16)

and

|
−−−−→
C̄A

i C̄B
i | = LĀB̄

i = LA
i j

B = |
−−−−−→
CA

i j
C′Bi j
| (17)

θ̄A
i = θA

i , θ̄
B
i = θB

i (18)

here λ is a weighting factor to balance the translation and rotation
transformations. The optimal solution for all the key segments
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can be computed by solving function (16), (17) and (18) using
dynamic programming approach.
4.4.2 Path optimization for transitional segments

Having found the optimal solutions for all the key segments,
we then add in the transitional segments and perform path op-
timization. Suppose inside a transitional segment, the origi-
nal positions of the object’s center of masses for all the frames
are C1,C2, . . . ,Cm−1 and the edited positions are denoted as
C̄1, C̄2, . . . , ¯Cm−1. While original and edited facing directions are

denoted respectively as
−→
F1,
−→
F2, . . . ,

−−−→
Fm−1 and

−→
F̄1,
−→
F̄2, . . . ,

−−−→¯Fm−1.
Then we define our objective function for performing path op-
timization as follows:

f =

m−1∑
i=1

[δ fa(C̄i) + (1 − δ)ωC
i fv(C̄i)

+λ(δ fa(
−→
F̄i) + (1 − δ)ωF

i fv(
−→
F̄i)]

(19)

Specifically, fa(C̄i) is defined as follows to preserve the original
accelerations for each frame:

fa(C̄i) = |(Ci−1 − 2Ci + Ci+1) − ( ¯Ci−1 − 2C̄i + ¯Ci+1)|2 (20)

and fv(C̄i) is defined as follows to preserve the original speed for
each frame:

fv(C̄i) = |
Ci−1 −Ci+1

2
−

¯Ci−1 − ¯Ci+1

2
|2 (21)

Besides,

ωC
i =

1
1 + exp{α(vi − vk)}

(22)

ωF
i =

1
1 + exp{α(ri − rk)}

(23)

vi =
|Ci−1 −Ci| + |Ci −Ci+1|

2
(24)

ri =
|
−−−→
Fi−1 −

−→
Fi| + |

−→
Fi −

−−−→
Fi+1|

2
(25)

here vk and rk are constant parameters to be set by editors. By
minimizing this objective function we can perform path optimiza-
tion onto all the transitional segments and finally, acquire a natu-
ral looking spatiotemporally synchronized multi-party interaction
3D Video sequence for free-viewpoint browsing.

5. Experiment and evaluation
In this section we present an evaluation of the proposed multi-

party interaction editing method with real data.

5.1 Experiment setup and pre-processing
To prove the effectiveness of our method, we prepared the 3D

video data of two professional actors, separately captured by 15
calibrated XGA cameras running at 25 Hz with 1 msec shutter
speed, and reconstructed with frame-wise 3D shape reconstruc-
tion method. In the data, the two separately captured actors are
performing a pre-designed sword fighting motion sequence, re-
spectively. Note that the reconstructed 3D shapes do not have a
unified 3D mesh model. Body part segmentation and kinematic
models are not available either.

As a pre-processing, the data is manually segmented into 9

(a) Image data of object A. (b) Image data of object B.

Fig. 6 Separately captured image data of two objects.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 7 Motion editing results for short action scenes.

(a) First-person-view image of ob-
ject A.

(b) First-person-view image of ob-
ject B.

Fig. 8 First-person-view images rendered from the editing result.

key-segment pairs and inside each pair the motions of the two
objects are aligned into the same temporal length. After the pre-
processing, the lengths of both motion sequences are resampled
into 425 frames.

5.2 Multi-party interaction editing results
With the separately captured data, if we simply put them to-

gether into the same coordinate system and match up their begin-
ning frames manually, in the following motion sequences various
spatiotemporal mismatches will occur, as is shown in Figure 7(a)-
(d). On the other hand, the editing results using the proposed
method are illustrated in Figure 7(e)-(h). It can be clarified that
in each synthesized interaction scene, the relative location of the
two objects looks reasonable and they well qualify the editor de-
fined spatiotemporal constraints.

In addition, Figure 8 illustrate the first-person-view images
rendered from the editing results, using Shi’s method[17]. It can
be seen clearly that the two objects are inside each other’s view,
fulfilling the mutual visibility constraint.

5.3 Processing cost of the proposed method
The experiment is conducted using a PC with 2 Intel(R)

Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, E6850 @ 3.00GHz. Under the sampling
resolution of 10mm, 2 degree, the average computation time for
each automatic process is as follows:
( 1 ) MHV computation for each object in a single segment: 1
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min
( 2 ) Constraint satisfaction for each short action scene: 5 mins
( 3 ) Optimal solution searching for each key segment pair: 98

mins
( 4 ) Path optimization for each object in a single transitional seg-

ment: 7 mins
( 5 ) Total time cost: 287 mins
Note that the computations for each segment can be conducted
parallelly inside process 1, 2, 4.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel motion editing method that

synthesizes spatiotemporally synchronized multi-party interac-
tion 3D Video scenes from separately captured data. By propos-
ing the idea of MHV we can effectively model the interaction
events of multiple objects as well as representing the motions of
a single object, based on which the constraint satisfaction method
can be applied to perform intra-key segment editing. An optimal
solution search and path optimization scheme is also designed to
minimize the artifacts generated in the editing and maintain the
original motion dynamics as much as possible. Experiments with
real data proved the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
method.

In our work, the data being used is the unstructured 3D Video
data. However, since our method only requires a sequence of 3D
meshes as input, it will work for (Motion Capture Driven) CG
data, which has a unified mesh model, as well. For further stud-
ies, we are planning to perform the same editing job using CG
data with unified mesh models, to examine how we can combine
our spatiotemporal editing method with conventional kinematic
structure based methods together to acquire better results.
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